
 Hybrid Calendar & Staggered 
Start Time 
Proposals



Ark. Code Ann. § 6-10-108
Allows for an educational program in which all students 
attend school no less than the number of days required 
by DESE between July 1 and June 30 of each school 
year and in which no vacation, including summer, lasts 
more than 7 weeks.

*This only requires school board approval*



Traditional Calendar Hybrid Calendar Comparison

# of Student school days # of Student school days         Same
178 178

# of Teacher work days # of Teacher work days Same
190 190

The hybrid calendar simply takes approximately 4 weeks of the traditional summer break and inserts 
those breaks into the school year.  This additional time during the school year will allow for a more 
concentrated focus on instruction and learning while building in times for revitalization, recharging, and 
renewing for both students and teachers.  The hybrid calendar also allows for more ongoing PD 
throughout the school year, which reduces the number of PD days that must be frontloaded in the 
summer.

Traditional Calendar--Hybrid Calendar--Comparisons 































52% of MSD Faculty/Staff 
completed the survey

32%

68%

MSD Faculty/Staff Polled



33%

67%

MSD Parents/Guardians Polled

30% of MSD Parents/Guardians 
completed the survey



MSD Students (7-12) Polled

33%

67%

16% of MSD Students 
completed the survey





Proposed Staggered Start Time



General bus information:

District represents 315 square miles.
Transport @ 2800 students, to and from per day
@ 3000 miles per day total
We run @15 double routes on a regular basis 
200+ students are dropped by buses as early as 
7:00 a.m. at MJHS and MHS
@ 250+ wait 45 minutes to 1 hour after school to 
board their p.m. bus for home

2 solutions that would reduce unreasonable 
arrival and departure times

1.  15 buses added to the fleet, @ $2 million  
Please remember, even if we have the money to 
purchase 15 buses we will not be able to find 15 
additional drivers.

2.  Delay the start time for grades 10-12  by one 
hour.  This provides some improvement, will 
require at least 6 added buses and will create 
some additional challenges in finding drivers





The Research Behind Supporting the Proposed 
Hybrid Calendar and Staggered Start Time

2020 Future of Educational Technology Conference
Attendees:  Sandra Halley and Sean Gray

Conference Keynote:  American Academy of Pediatrics says schools must start no 
earlier than 8:30 a.m.
Pros:
Higher test scores
Lower dropout rates
Less depression

Wake County, NC closed their test score gap between African American and white 
kids.  The delayed start time has the greatest effect for the most vulnerable kids.

WHEN: The Scientific Secrets of Perfect Timing
The instant New York Times Bestseller
#1 Wall Street Journal Business Bestseller
Instant Washington Post Bestseller

Daniel H. Pink, the #1 bestselling author of Drive and To Sell Is Human, unlocks the 
scientific secrets to good timing to help you flourish at work, at school, and at home.



Article 1:  List of 22 Things We Need to Do to “Fix” Public Education

We need to space out vacation time throughout the year rather than having a 2-3 month break in the 
summer.
Students lose 25-30% of what they learned the previous year over the long summer months and that is 
especially true for students from low-income families.

 We need to adjust all middle and high school schedules to start no earlier than 8:30 a.m. and preferably 
closer to 9:30 a.m.
All data suggests that adolescents are biologically inclined to function better on a later schedule and that 
learning suffers when they are forced to go to sleep early and wake up early.

Article 2:  Brookings- Summer Learning Loss:  What is it, and what can we do about it?

On an average, students’ achievement scores declined over summer vacation by one month’s worth of 
school year learning; declines were sharper for math than for reading and the extent of loss was larger at 
higher grade levels.  Importantly, they also concluded that income-based reading gaps grew over the 
summer, given that middle class students tended to show improvement in reading skills while lower-income 
students tended to experience loss.



Article 3:  American Academy of Pediatrics:  Policy Statement- School Start Times for Adolescents

The American Academy of Pediatrics recognizes insufficient sleep in adolescents as an important public 
health issue that significantly affects academic success.  Evidence strongly implicates earlier start school 
times as a key modifiable contributor to insufficient sleep for middle and high school students.  

Article 4:  National Sleep Foundation: Children, Teens, and Sleep, Hot Topic, Sleep Timing and 
Duration

Teens spend a great portion of each day in school, however, they are unable to maximize the learning 
opportunities afforded by the education system since sleep deprivation impairs the ability to be alert, pay 
attention, solve problems, cope with stress and retain information.  

Young people who do not get enough sleep night after night carry a significant risk for drowsy driving; 
emotional and behavioral problems such as irritability, depression, poor impulse control and violence; health 
complaints; tobacco and alcohol use; impaired cognitive function and decision-making; and lower overall 
performance in everything from academics to athletics.



Article 5:  Organizing Schools to Improve Student Achievement:  Start Times, Grade 
Configurations, and Teacher Assignments

This article highlights three organizational reforms that suggests an increase in student performance.  
One of those reforms is the adjustment of school start times for students in middle and high school.  The 
article states, “Early school times reduce performance among disadvantaged students by an amount 
equivalent to having a highly ineffective teacher.  In school districts with greater flexibility to adjust start 
times, starting school even an hour later can boost performance at low cost.”

For schools with scheduling flexibility, starting class later can be an inexpensive way to book 
achievement. 

Article 6:  What happens when teens don’t get enough sleep, according to doctors

Six or seven hours of sleep may sound like a lot to an adult, but it’s not enough for a teen whose brain 
and body are still growing and developing.  When they don’t get the rest they need, the front lobe of their 
brain which is responsible for attention, concentration, and executive functioning suffers.  Teens find it 
harder to learn new facts, to focus on what they are doing in the classroom, and to articulate their 
thoughts.

Shifting school start times 30 to 60 minutes later may not seem like a lot, but it can have a profound shift 
on your teen’s academic performance.  



Springdale, Arkansas (8:45 start time)
● Lakeside Junior High School 
● George Junior High School 
● Don Tyson School of Innovation 
● Southwest Junior High School 

Fayetteville, Arkansas (8:25 start time)
● Woodland Junior High School
● ALLPS School of Innovation

Jacksonville School High School (8:30)

Pulaski County High School (8:30)

Staggered Start times are very common across the country and in 
larger Districts in Arkansas 

Bentonville, Arkansas 
● Fulbright JH (8:35)
● Lincoln JH (8:35)
● Washington JH (8:35)
● Bentonville HS (8:55)
● Bentonville West HS (8:55) 

North Little Rock High School (8:25)

Little Rock School District
● All High Schools (8:45)



MSD Faculty/Staff Polled

52% of MSD Faculty/Staff 
completed the survey

52% 48%



MSD Parents Polled

30% of MSD Parents/Guardians 
completed the survey

44%
56%



MSD Students (7-12) Polled

16% of MSD Students 
completed the survey

67%

33%



Submitted Questions



1. With this calendar change that may start 2020-2021 school year how will this affect families who 
have already planned their vacation time for the days that school would start early? 

On a case by case basis- and predicated on permission of the building Principal- Google Classroom 
can provide some appropriate and effective options for flexibility.

2. My question is with the new proposed hybrid schedule change, why are we not able to keep the 
start and stop time as is. Moving the start/stop time will force practices and events to run later & 
more importantly, are we not worried about it interfering with work schedules for many students?

The staggered start time has nothing to do with the calendar.  If the hybrid calendar is the only 
option implemented the start and end of the school day will not change from its current bell 
schedule.

3. In regard to schedule changes, what about non-custodial parents who have visitation agreements 
that they may have to have court proceedings to have changed? 

See question #1- Google Classroom



4. In regard to the late start, for those kids who don’t drive or aren't able to stay home alone and get 
to the bus stop, what about those kids who have to be driven to school for whatever reason but their 
parents have to be at work by 9 am or earlier? Or the ones who won’t be off in time to pick them up?
Boys Club- before and after school programming

5. In regard to late start and dismissal time, can we assume that kids who participate in practice after 
the 4:00 dismissal, won’t get home until a much later time, this making it more difficult to finish 
homework or study?   Same for those kids who travel for sports events.  Can we suggest if the times 
change that there is a no homework policy? See Question 6

6. Since our students may go to school all year long and therefore should retain more of what they are 
learning, can we propose no homework? The proposed calendar is not a year long model. It is a hybrid 
of the traditional plan and a 12 month school calendar. Homework is a topic of constant discussion 
regarding intent, design and outcomes.

7. What plans if any does the district have to replace lost funding roughly $7000 per student from 
shrinkage (School Choice) If this calendar is implemented? Unfortunately, enrollment levels are 
impacted by a number of variables, some that we can control and we some that we cannot. Obviously, 
we believe the Hybrid Calendar will improve a number of outcomes for our students and our staff. While 
the impact those improvements have on enrollment levels remains to be seen, we should never allow 
the fear of the unknown to impact our commitment to continue to search for ways to improve the 
services we provide to our students and staff.



8. What plans if any does the district have for air conditioning buses that normally sit during July 
and August the hottest months of the summer? Will the buses now be equipped with air 
conditioning?  
 By the 2020-2021 school year all but 2 of our 33 route buses will have A/C.  By the 2021-2022 
school year ALL MSD buses will have A/C.

9. Do you have cost estimates for increased utilities during July and August for cooling and where 
is this revenue going to come from? 
No. Remember we are in school the same number of days in the new proposal as in our present 
model. With weather patterns as fluid as they are in Arkansas, we do not believe that there will be 
a consistently significant difference in costs when evaluated over a multiple year pattern.

10. Could the district have purchased the 18 new buses with the money spent re-turfing the        
football field or the multiple traveling buses only used for sporting events? 
No.  $189,000 was the cost of the turf with a 10 year warranty.  One new A/C 89 passenger bus 
costs $138,000. The average total  investment made in the Patriot buses has been @ $50K each. 
The Patriot buses are used for a variety of trips- many not connected to Athletics. Each trip made 
by a Patriot bus is one less trip a route bus is required to support, in each case providing 
significant savings to the district.



11. Most summer schedules for non-custodial summer visitations must be submitted 30 days prior 
to the last day of school to follow the court’s order. Will a decision be made giving the non-custodial 
parent enough time to comply with this rule?  See question #1- Google Classroom

12. We have always used the very end of summer for our family vacation time. We already have 
summer/vacation plans for the last week of July and almost the whole 1st week of August. What if 
we are unable to change our dates for this year?  Will those missed days be counted against my 
child in this coming up year? Or will they be excused? See question #1- Google Classroom

13. What will MSD do to ensure the safety of the Boys Club that is being suggested as an option 
(by the MSD) to use during the breaks? Who will monitor teacher to student ratios to ensure that 
there is compliance with state regulations? Who will monitor the age of the workers?
The Boys Club is simply an option for parents to choose from- that MSD is helping to provide. If 
parents are not comfortable with the programming they are certainly free to choose other options if 
they desire. Remember, the total number of days in school has not changed, consequently nor has 
the number of days out of school. They are just distributed differently.

14. Are there other studies being considered to help students perform at a higher rate besides a 
later start time? 
Yes, obviously the school calendar proposal fits that description, as do numerous other initiatives 
that are a part of our consistent efforts to improve our educational outcomes.

 



15. We’ve seen new gymnasiums, new football fields, new uniforms, new locker rooms, new 
dressing rooms, etc...however, what funding is going back into the academic side?

● Established a School Based Health Clinic
● Increased mental health services for ALE students
● Partnered with Aramark for food services 
● Added 6 Facilitators and 7 Interventionist 
● Added a career coach at MHS
● Implemented the Science of Reading
● Added School Improvement Specialist for MHS and MJHS
● Implemented Exactpath diagnostics & protected reading time
● Established the Marion School District Foundation, Inc.
● Successfully passed a 5 mill increase

Improvements made in 2019/20
● Added Dyslexia specialists
● Created critical reading program for grades 7 and 10
● $650K 21st Century grant now services grades 7-12
● Added the JAG program
● Added MJHS Robotics Team
● Added K-8 ALE principal, Director of Student Services, & 

Director of Student Information
● MST Greenhouse
● Recognized for increase in AP and Coding enrollment as well 

as commitment to Reading instruction
● ACT 1240 Waivers

 

Improvements made in 2017/18
● Hired 2 district school improvement specialists
● Hired dean of students
● Hired a MHS math interventionist 
● Implemented RTI programs Reading Horizons and Learning Lab
● NSL Funding Campaign began when the district has attempted to 

qualify in previous years
● Second Chance Breakfast for grades 7-12
● Increased transportation to ASU Mid-South 

Improvements made in 2018/19
● Established 3 magnet schools
● Started FREE breakfast for ALL students
● Continued pursuit of the NSL funding
● 21st Century Grant to MHS
● MHS Robotics team started
● Partnered with Archford - The HUB and ALE program
● MSD Campus Safety- hired Director of Campus Security and 5 CSO
● New transportation & technology implemented to improve bus safety
● Lighting improvements in the quad
● Installed approx 158 cameras within the district
● Cyber Security program at MHS
● Established eSports Team
● Created stand alone 7th Grade campus



16. Are our teachers receiving increases, materials for class, or incentives to perform at a higher 
rate? Smaller class sizes have also been proven to be effective in a child’s performance; have we 
looked into this?
Teachers received a 3% Bonus this year and will receive a 3% salary increase with their new 
contracts for net year. This year through ESA grant funding we were able to provide for smaller 
class sizes in particular grades on some select elementary campuses as a first step in beginning to 
examine the impact on learning outcomes.

17. Is our food program sufficient enough to sustain our students throughout the day to help them 
perform at a high rate? 

         We believe that it is, but we are constantly working to improve all our services.

18. Has the School Board already finalized their decision/vote based on staff/faculty survey? If 
not, what is the anticipated deadline for the decision? 
No. Several members of the Board are in attendance this evening. They are still listening and 
gathering facts. The are slated to discuss both topics at their regular meeting on 2/20.

19. Of all the proposed changes, what, if anything, will have the biggest negative impact to 
teachers? Will their salary be impacted at all? 
We do not believe either of the proposed changes will negatively impact our teachers. If we 
contemplated such we would not propose the modifications.
Faculty compensation is increasing- to some of the highest levels in the region.



20. MSD seems to be mirroring Jonesboro School District on many aspects. Is this accurate? If 
so, according to Jonesboro’s 2019 Report to the Public, their 10th grade Math ACT Aspire score 
was 21% ready and Science was 26% ready.  Please compare this to MSD 2019 figures as the ACT 
Aspire scores on MSD 2019 Report to the Public were hard to read. 
The Jonesboro School District is very likely the only school district in the state of Arkansas that meets the 
following criteria: 1) Very similar student demographics 2) Higher test scores 3) A growing district.  Those 
are the reasons we have in many instances  looked at what they were doing to succeed.  Jonesboro has 
also expressed great interest in the hybrid calendar, but has some contractual relations with other districts 
that preclude them from making the move. They also have been using staggered start times for some time. 
JSD has also benefited from a longer term investment of millions of dollars of ESA funding annually, that 
MSD has just recently accessed, so much can be gleaned from the JSD  practices/outcomes as a result of 
the ESA funding- including their improving test scores.
MSD  2019 ACT Aspire results:  Math 15% ready or above Science 21% ready or above- which further 
underscores the need to continue to implement models that can improve our outcomes. 

21. Has the option to outsource buses and drivers to a 3rd party been evaluated? 
Yes, We continue to search for alternative options. However, please note this problem is not unique 
to MSD. It is a major challenge all over our state and region.

22. Are buses capable of possibly holding many more children due to new riders from 9am start 
time? 
Capacity is not changing.  What would change would be the time a student’s ‘day’ would start and 
end.



23. With 4:15pm dismissal, will there be an adjustment of homework expectations? 
                   Certainly will be a topic for discussion.

         24. How will the delayed start/dismissal times impact ASU students? After school programs? 
Just like a normal college experience, MSD students will be expected to attend attend ASU classes on 
the ASU time schedule. We will continue to bus students from MSD to ASU  for students who do not drive 
directly to ASU- when MSD is in session. We will also run a compressed bus route for MSD students to 
ASU during the MSD breaks that do not align with ASU.

25. How will MSD measure impacts (sleep, tardies, absences, grades) in effort to discern the impact 
of the change in start time? We will be monitoring a wide range of data.

26. Children are already exhausted today by 6th period, around 2pm or so.  Are there concerns 
children will be mentally “checked out” by 4th-5th period with proposed new 4:15pm dismissal as 
most children will still have to wake up at the same time as they do today? 
The staggered start time is designed to provide a later start time and potentially more time for 
sleep in the mornings for 10-12th graders.

27. Changing the dismissal time may result in students missing more classes in the afternoons, 
especially for doctor appointments and away sporting games. How will this be addressed?
With principal approval- Google Classroom
Also- with regularly scheduled breaks between 9 week sessions check ups etc. will be easier to 
schedule. 



28. MSD stated that about 300-350 secondary students MAY BE REQUIRED  to board bus as 
early as 6:15am and about the same number (300-350) MAY BE REQUIRED to wait for a bus 45 
minute to 1 hour each day after school. “May be” is broad. How many buses are running at 6:15am 
and how many 7-12 graders and K-6 graders ride those buses? How many busses are at the 
schools picking up children 45 minutes - 1 hour after school dismisses and how many 7-12 
graders and  K-6 graders ride those buses? How will staggered time look as to waiting and drop off 
items? We have 7 different buses that currently pick up approximately 30 students of all grade 
ranges before 6:20 a.m.  By 6:30, we have picked up almost 100 kids on 12 buses.  We have an 
estimated 550+ students that we drop off at school by 7:15 in the morning, almost 300 of them 
elementary aged. They spend a minimum of 45 minutes at school BEFORE school starts.
 Currently we have an estimated 420 JH/SH students assigned to buses that are not scheduled to 
depart from school until 3:45 or later.  Almost half of these students are the same students who 
arrive at school at or before 7:15.
These JH/SH students have an additional hour and a half added to the amount of time they spend 
on the school grounds due to transportation.  If the times are staggered, we would be able to start 
running our buses almost an hour later in the mornings, reducing the time students are on campus.
 As the elementary school day starts, our buses will be making the rounds for secondary students, 
getting them to school much closer to the time the bell rings.  In the afternoon, while elementary 
routes are running, the secondary students will still be in class.  When class lets out, the buses will 
be sitting at the secondary campus to allow the students to board as opposed to having to wait a 
half hour or more in many instances to board. 



29. The letter MSD provided from Mickey Long, Transportation Director of Jonesboro Public 
Schools, noted his understanding was MSD trying to resolve the time students spend after 
school waiting on buses. According to the MSD 2019 Annual Report to the Public, section 
“Miles Traveled (96 bus routes)” indicates 245,000 miles for trips. Please advise if those trips 
are on buses, and if so, are children having to wait longer due to buses being used for other 
activities at the end of the school day, or does MSD have other buses to be used solely for 
those purposes?  Route miles and field trip miles are separate.  We do not delay any student 
at school because the buses are being used on field trips. Different buses are used for field 
trips and after-school activities.  As of this school year, we currently operate 33 route buses, 
run a combined 93 routes (between morning and afternoon, approximately 46 per shift), make 
1620 stops and covering 4180 miles per day.  The average route time is approximately 55 
minutes.  Our district covers approximately 315 square miles.  The 245,000 miles indicated 
from last year applied to how many non-route miles were driven, i.e. sporting events, mid-day 
field trips, etc. 

30. Please help me understand the logic of suggesting I can take my child to before school care 
at 7:30am (so I can be at work on time) where he/she will be for 1 1/2 hours before school 
starts due to change to a 9am start time so that bus riders won’t have to ride the bus for 1 
hour.
There is no logic in the scenario described. However, logic does emerge if the student 
chooses to stay at home and ride the bus to school at a later time.

 



31. Several articles MSD provided stated that over the summer break, students lose 25-30% of 
what they learned.  (1) Does this take into calculate standardized testing — children are only 
being taught to pass the test — and not (fun) curriculum and/or teaching methods that would 
engage students to become eager to learn and remember? (2) Are you anticipating that by 
eliminating 2 weeks of summer break, the loss of retention % will decrease?  (3) If yes, can 
you provide examples districts that are comparable in makeup to MSD  who have documented 
the hybrid calendar model helps with retention? Our teachers work extremely hard to be 
engaging and to improve learning outcomes and are consistently evaluated against those 
goals. Certainly we expect that there will be many positive outcomes of the hybrid calendar- 
including improved retention over the shorter summer, elevated staff and student morale, 
reduced absences etc. While there are many states where different variations of our proposed 
hybrid model are commonplace- it is true that Arkansas has been slow to embrace the model.  
But, unfortunately our state has a long and rich history of slothfulness regarding educational 
reform. 

32. Is the hybrid calendar also being implemented to help with staff morale, staff sick days, etc?
          Yes



33. What other options have been evaluated to increase retention besides implementing the 
hybrid calendar? See responses to question 15.  

34. AR Department of Special Education guidelines require referrals and evaluations to be 
completed within specified timelines.  The timelines are based on calendar days, not work 
days, and do not stop when school is not in session.  Current breaks, such as Christmas 
Break and Spring Break, already put tremendous pressure on our small staff to complete 
our work within the required timelines. Consistently having two weeks taken out of most of 
our timelines will put additional pressure on staff, possibly making it impossible to meet 
timelines which will cause the district to lose funding.  What is being done to ensure that 
staff will have the resources needed to continue to meet timelines if the hybrid schedule is 
implemented? 
All change results in an evaluation of current practices. We are confident that if the new 
calendar is adopted our staff will work to develop new strategies that will provide for 
continued success in meeting any/all state mandates. 


